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•Seed-correlation maps, or low-dim ICA, give “networks”

•But these are gross patterns
•Each map summarised by single timecourse
•Too simple a model to do more detailed network analysis

• Instead, get detailed parcellation....

Network Modelling
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Detailed Network Analyses

A network model comprises:
• “Nodes”   distinct functional voxels/regions
• “Edges”    connections between nodes

Default mode network



How to do network estimation from rfMRI?
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Nodes 1: Take ROIs from an atlas



Nodes 2: Clustering of voxels with similar timecourses

• Cordes  MRI 2002
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Stage 2: Eigenvoxel based dendrogram Stage 2 Modules

Figure 3: Dendrogram from the second stage of the WVCNA analysis and second stage mod-
ules displayed on the brain for a single subject (all 4 runs concatenated). The dendrogram
shown in the left panel illustrates the relationships between eigenvoxels based of the first
level modules, revealing a higher order organization. The top row of colors correspond to
the first stage modules and the bottom row correspond to the second stage modules found
using dynamic tree cut. The right hand panel displays the second stage modules on the
brain, where the colors corresponding to the second level modules in the image on the left
match the colors of the modules on the brain.
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• Mumford  NeuroImage 2010
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HBM 2011

recently developed [7–8]. The spectral decomposition of

the correlation coefficient “ccf(q, q!)” has the property that
the sum over all frequencies will yield the correlation co-

efficient between voxels q and q!:

cc"q, q!# ! !
f

ccf"q, q!# (4)

where

ccf"q, q!# !
N"Re""f#Re"#f# $ Im""f#Im"#f##

D
(5)

labels the Fourier component (with frequency f) of the

correlation coefficient between voxel q and voxel q!. The
terms "f and #f are the complex frequencies of the voxel
time courses for q and q!, respectively. The term D repre-

sents the product of the norms of the time courses for voxels

q and q!. For details see Cordes [7]. As a relevant distance
measure d(q, q!) for the clustering between voxel q and
voxel q! we propose

d"q, q!# ! 1 % !
f$0

0.1Hz

ccf"q, q!#. (6)

The value of this distance measure ranges between 0 and 1

(for positive correlations), and it decreases as the very low

frequency contributions in the correlation coefficient in-

crease. For our clustering method, we consider only voxel

pairs with low frequency correlation coefficients of at least

0.3, i.e., 0 & d & 0.7. Strictly speaking, the distance mea-

sure d(q, q!) is not a metric, because it does not satisfy the
triangle inequality.

Clustering methods such as the well-known K-means

algorithm [19] are commonly used in data analysis. A draw-

back of the (pure) K-means algorithm is that the number of

clusters has to be identified in advance. As an alternative,

hierarchical clustering methods proceed by stages produc-

ing a binary cluster tree, which is also called a dendrogram.

At each stage in the cluster tree, objects with similar fea-

tures are linked. The number of clusters at the final stage can

be determined by selecting a linkage inconsistency thresh-

old, which is one method to find the natural cluster divisions

in the data set. If a link between clusters in the dendrogram

has approximately the same length as neighboring links,

then the objects that are joined at this level have similar

features, which constitute the definition of a cluster. The

corresponding links are said to exhibit a high level of

consistency. Vice versa, if the length of a link differs from

neighboring links, the level of inconsistency of the members

at this level grouped in a cluster is high. The linkage incon-

sistency coefficient at a depth of two in the dendrogram is

defined as the length of a link in a cluster hierarchy minus

the average length of all links divided by the standard

deviation of all links. As an example, consider four objects

labeled A, B, C, D, which have a distance d(P, Q) to each

other, and P, Q ' {A, B, C, D} (see Fig. 2). A and B are

linked forming cluster E and similarly, C and D are linked

to cluster F. Next, E and F is linked to cluster G. Distances

between objects (voxel time series) are measure by Eq. 6.

Distances between clusters consisting of objects are based

on the minimum path length among all pairs of objects in

the clusters (single link method). For example, the distance

between clusters E and F in Fig. 2 is given by the minimum

distance between A, B and C, F, which is min(d(A, C), d(A,

D), d(B, C), d(B, D)). The linkage inconsistency coefficient

I of the last link (cluster G $ E % F) is given by

Fig. 1. The curve (logarithmically scaled) shows how many voxels above

threshold have multiple correlations with other voxels. The correlation

threshold is set to cc $ 0.3. The number of (non-overlapping) voxels with

0,1, and 2 correlations is 1446, 104, and 76, respectively. Note, that the

graph extends beyond 50 correlations on the horizontal axis. For illustrative

purposes we limited the range to 50. Summation of all discrete points on

the vertical axis gives 3984 voxels. Neglecting voxels with less than 3

significant correlations reduces the total number of voxels in this case to

2358.

Fig. 2. Hierarchical clustering of four objects (A, B, C, D). Note, that the

cluster location is indicated by a vertical line and the distance d between

objects is indicated by the horizontal link between the clusters/objects, i.e.,

d(A, B) $ d(0, E), d(C, D) $ d(0, F), d(E, F) $ d(0, G) $ min(d(A, C),

d(A, D), d(B, C), d(B, D)), where 0 corresponds to the origin of the

distance axis.

308 D. Cordes et al. / Magnetic Resonance Imaging 20 (2002) 305–317



optimal thresholding strategy in the current algorithm but it may also
represent a lack of differentiation between functional areas based on
resting functional connectivity. If two neighboring functional areas
have similar connectivity profiles, the eta2 coefficient between maps
in the two areas will be high, and such boundaries may not be
detected by our current methods. Thus, convergence across methods
and a combination of different approaches may be needed to
elucidate the entire set of cortical functional areas.

Boundaries generated from adjacent cortical surface patches yield
consistent results

Since the edge consistency map is derived from the correlation
maps for a particular set of cortical loci, it is conceivable that the
resultant pattern is specific to the chosen patch and is unrelated to
cortical areal boundaries. We assessed this possibility by analyzing
two additional patches, or sets of cortical seed points. First, a patch of
dorso-medial cortex adjacent to that used above (blue box, Figs. 6A
and B) was analyzed to test whether an independent data set would
show continuity with the pattern of edge locations seen previously.
Second, an overlapping patch corresponding to half of the original
data set and half of the new independent data set (green box, Figs. 6A
and C) was used. The same edge detection analyses were applied to
both new sets to find putative edge locations.

As seen in Fig. 6B, edge consistency maps generated using a
completely separate but adjacent set of seed point sets reveal
consistent edges that align with one another. When superimposing
the edge maps from two independent or overlapping patches onto
the same surface, considerable consistency is noted, including the
continuous boundaries marked with arrows in Figs. 6B and C.
These results provide qualitative evidence that our approach can
consistently identify boundary contours across the cortex in a
single human subject.

Generating boundaries allows automatic definition of putative
functional areas

Since the edge consistency maps show continuity across
extended regions of cortex, it should be possible to group contiguous
seed points surrounded by putative edges into putative functional
areas, using existing image segmentation algorithms. A watershed
segmentation algorithm (Vincent and Soille, 1991) was applied to
the edge consistency map. Fig. 7 demonstrates the progression from
edges (panel A) to bounded and labeled “areas” (panel C).

Using a putative edge map, a patch of cortex can be segmented
into several bounded and partially bounded areas by a watershed
algorithm. This suggests that rs-fcMRI derived putative edges and
standard imaging segmentation methods should allow parcellation
of an individual's cortical surface into putative functional areas.
While these bounded areas may in some cases represent only a part
of one or more than one functional area, it allows for the generation
of ROIs that can be validated using complementary methods.

Discussion

Imaging and functional areas

Since the mid 1980s, functional neuroimaging has facilitated
progress in cognitive neuroscience—the study of neural substrates
underlying mental processes and behavior. Typically, functional

Fig. 7. Panel A shows the rs-fcMRI derived boundaries generated above.
Applying a watershed image segmentation algorithm parses the patch into
contiguous non-overlapping regions least likely to be edges (i.e., most likely
to be areas) shown in panel B, which can then be individually identified and
labeled for investigation and validation as shown in panel C.

53A.L. Cohen et al. / NeuroImage 41 (2008) 45–57

• Get correlation 
maps, seeding from 
all voxels

• Find boundaries 
between regions that 
have different 
correlation maps

• Cohen  NeuroImage 2009

Nodes 3: Gradients in seed-based correlation maps



Nodes 4: High-dimensional ICA

• Kiviniemi  NeuroImage 2009
• Smith  PNAS 2009



• Kiviniemi  NeuroImage 2009
• Smith  PNAS 2009



But is “function” uniform within a parcel?

• van den Heuvel  HBM 2010



mapping group “parcellation” 
onto individual subjects

• With a “hard” non-overlapping parcellation you could just 
mask-average subject-4D-data with each mask to get node 
timeseries

• With a soft, potentially overlapping, “parcellation” (e.g.) 
group-ICA, it may be more robust to treat this as a multiple-
spatial-regression (dualreg stage 1)

• In both cases, alignment between group and subject critical!

• More critical the smaller the parcel size

• “Weighted regression” could help (use reliable voxels only)

• Beware “rank deficient” parcellation (parcels with too 
similar timecourses)



Edges: estimate connectivity between all pairs of nodes
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Edges: estimate connectivity between all pairs of nodes

x

But:  what is the right method for estimating connectivity, based on 
FMRI timeseries?
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Direct vs. Indirect Connections
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but 1 will correlate with 3, so if we estimate edges using 
(full) correlation, we will (wrongly) estimate:

1-3 is referred to as an
“indirect connection”



Disambiguating direct vs. indirect connections

• Need to take into account multiple nodes’ 
timecourses in order to estimate direct edges

• E.g., DCM, SEM, Bayes Nets, LiNGAM

• In some cases (e.g. large numbers of nodes, no 
input timings known),  “principled models” such 
as SEM, DCM are not estimable

• One useful approximation to SEM is “partial 
correlation”
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vs.

vs.

• Marrelec  NeuroImage 2006
• Fransson  NeuroImage 2008
• Varoquaux  NIPS 2010



• Before correlating 1 and 3, first regress 2 out of both 
(“orthogonalise wrt 2”)

• If 1 and 3 are still correlated, a direct connection exists

• More generally, first regress all other nodes’ timecourses 
out of the pair in question

• Equivalent to the inverse covariance matrix

• Urgh!  If you have 200 nodes and 100 timepoints, this 
is impossible!

• A problem of DoF - need large #timepoints - #nodes

1

2

3?

Disambiguating direct vs. indirect connections
using partial correlation



• When inverting a “rank-deficient” matrix it is common to aid 
this with some mathematical conditioning, e.g. force it to be 
sparse (force low values that are poorly estimated to zero)

• E.g.  “ICOV” (regularised inverse covariance)

• Can improve further when analysing multiple subjects

• But still important to maximise temporal DoF

Degrees of freedom and estimability when
using partial correlation

• Friedman  Biostat 2008

• Varoquaux  NIPS 2010



What do we want to estimate?

• What is the dominant directionality of the edges?

1

2

3

0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

fr
om

to
2 31
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2

3

• Assumed:  dominant directionality is biologically interesting

• Maybe oversimplistic view of neural connectivity (particularly in 
resting-state)?

• In any case, very hard to estimate well - and no mature robust 
tools yet available......  don’t use Granger !



Network Modelling Methods for FMRI

Results:

• Correlation good at edge detection:   partial better than full

• Directionality hard to estimate

• Lag-based methods (Granger) bad

• Atlas-based parcellation bad
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Gotcha #1
Inappropriate ROIs yield a bad network

Inappropriate node definition will blur node 
timeseries together 

This yields a bad network matrix for all network 
modelling methods 

E.g. use of structural atlases with large ROIs, such as 
AAL and Harvard-Oxford...
...or even a data-driven group-level parcellation applied 
to individual subjects, if subject variability is high



Full / partial correlation often referred to as “Functional connectivity”

These are not quantitative measures:

In addition to telling us about
• changes in network connection strength

it is also sensitive to
• changes in noise level
• changes in input signal level
• signals passing round other parts of the network

But - BOLD FMRI isn’t quantitative anyway.....so maybe not get too 
hung up on this?    But be careful when interpreting group differences, 
etc.....

Gotcha #2
Functional Connectivity is not “quantitative”

• Friston  BC 2011



Gotcha #3
Graph theory won’t save a bad network matrix!

Danger !   Unless the network matrix is “correct” these measures are meaningless

measures of motif occurrence, known as the motif intensity, and
the motif intensity z-score (Onnela et al., 2005). Motif intensity
takes into account weights of all motif-comprising links and may
therefore be more sensitive in detecting consistently strong
functional configurations.

There is a source of possible confusion inmotif terminology. Motifs
(“structural” and “functional”) were initially considered only in the
context of anatomical brain networks (Sporns and Kotter, 2004).
However, motif measures may also be meaningfully applied to some
effective connectivity networks. On the other hand, motifs are
generally not used in the analysis of undirected networks, due to
the paucity of local undirected connectivity patterns.

Measures of centrality

Important brain regions (hubs) often interact with many other
regions, facilitate functional integration, and play a key role in
network resilience to insult. Measures of node centrality variously
assess importance of individual nodes on the above criteria. There are
manymeasures of centrality, and in this section, we describe themore
commonly used measures. We also note that motif and resilience
measures, discussed in other sections, are likewise sometimes used to
detect central brain regions.

The degree, as discussed above, is one of the most common
measures of centrality. The degree has a straightforward
neurobiological interpretation: nodes with a high degree are
interacting, structurally or functionally, with many other nodes
in the network. The degree may be a sensitive measure of
centrality in anatomical networks with nonhomogeneous degree
distributions.

In modular anatomical networks, degree-based measures of
within-module and between-module connectivity may be useful
for heuristically classifying nodes into distinct functional groups
(Guimera and Amaral, 2005). The within-module degree z-score is
a localized, within-module version of degree centrality (Table A1).
The complementary participation coefficient assesses the diversity
of intermodular interconnections of individual nodes. Nodes with
a high within-module degree but with a low participation
coefficient (known as provincial hubs) are hence likely to play

an important part in the facilitation of modular segregation. On
the other hand, nodes with a high participation coefficient (known
as connector hubs) are likely to facilitate global intermodular
integration.

Many measures of centrality are based on the idea that
central nodes participate in many short paths within a network,
and consequently act as important controls of information flow
(Freeman, 1978). For instance, closeness centrality is defined as
the inverse of the average shortest path length from one node to
all other nodes in the network. A related and often more
sensitive measure is betweenness centrality, defined as the
fraction of all shortest paths in the network that pass through
a given node. Bridging nodes that connect disparate parts of the
network often have a high betweenness centrality (Fig. 3). The
notion of betweenness centrality is naturally extended to links
and could therefore also be used to detect important anatomical
or functional connections. The calculation of betweenness
centrality has been made significantly more efficient with the
recent development of faster algorithms (Brandes, 2001; Kintali,
2008).

Weighted and directed variants of centrality measures are in most
cases based on weighted and directed variants of degree and path
length (Table A1).

Measures of centrality may have different interpretations in
anatomical and functional networks. For instance, anatomically
central nodes often facilitate integration, and consequently enable
functional links between anatomically unconnected regions. Such
links in turn make central nodes less prominent and so reduce the
sensitivity of centrality measures in functional networks. In addition,
path-based measures of centrality in functional networks are subject
to the same interpretational caveats as path-based measures of
integration (see above).

Measures of network resilience

Anatomical brain connectivity influences the capacity of neuro-
pathological lesions to affect functional brain activity. For instance, the
extent of functional deterioration is heavily determined by the
affected anatomical region in a stroke, or by the capacity of anatomical

Fig. 3.Measures of network topology. An illustration of key complex network measures (in italics) described in this article. These measures are typically based on basic properties of
network connectivity (in bold type). Thus, measures of integration are based on shortest path lengths (green), while measures of segregation are often based on triangle counts
(blue) but also include more sophisticated decomposition into modules (ovals). Measures of centrality may be based on node degree (red) or on the length and number of shortest
paths between nodes. Hub nodes (black) often lie on a high number of shortest paths and consequently often have high betweenness centrality. Patterns of local connectivity are
quantified by network motifs (yellow). An example three-node and four-link anatomical motif contains six possible functional motifs, of which two are shown—onemotif containing
dashed links, and one motif containing crossed links.

1064 M. Rubinov, O. Sporns / NeuroImage 52 (2010) 1059–1069

• Rubinov  NeuroImage 2010

... in fact - IMHO they are almost always meaningless ....



Gotcha #4
Things change over time

• The “connection” between two brain areas may change over 
time - so the average correlation might not be meaningful

• What if different networks are better modelled as 
MAPSxTIMECOURSES  (e.g. low-dim ICA, TFMs, PFMs)?

• In that case “netmat” correlations aren’t so 
meaningful…….but still we’re all using them  ;-)



effective connectivity 
more complex,   more meaningful,

pre-specify (constrain) network model,
harder to estimate,

can handle fewer nodes

closeness to (interaction with) real FMRI data

full correlation

partial correlation

regularised partial correlation

functional connectivity 
simpler,   less meaningful,

network “discovery”,
better conditioned,

can handle more nodes

network modelling from FMRI data

non-biological dynamic Bayes nets

biophysical neural-groups to FMRI-signal forward 
model, fit to data using Bayes (e.g. DCM)

bottom-up neural network simulations

network of individual 
neurons simulated

network of groups of 
neurons simulated

(e.g. neural mass model)

graph theory

clusters / hierarchies,     network hubs,
network summary statistics (e.g. small-worldness, efficiency)

Bayes nets

SEM
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so we get a   Nodes x Nodes   network matrix
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reorder node ordering to find clusters



can view hierarchy of clusters

• Cordes  MRI 2002 
• Salvador  Cerebral Cortex 2005



partial correlation matrix sparser than full



cross-subject modelling of netmats

• One subject’s network matrix:  a 98x98 partial correlation matrix.
• Each element tells us the strength of the edge between two nodes (rows and columns index the nodes)
• As it is symmetric, we only need keep values above the diagonal.
• We “unwrap” all rows to give a single vector of 98*97/2 = 4753 correlation values (edge strengths):

1 4753network matrix elements (network edges)

one subject’s netmat



cross-subject modelling of netmats

• One subject’s network matrix:  a 98x98 partial correlation matrix.
• Each element tells us the strength of the edge between two nodes (rows and columns index the nodes)
• As it is symmetric, we only need keep values above the diagonal.
• We “unwrap” all rows to give a single vector of 98*97/2 = 4753 correlation values (edge strengths):

1 4753network matrix elements (network edges)

one subject’s netmat

+ error

edgessubjects

subjects

behavioural measure
(one value per subject)

= x

edges

all subjects’ network matrices edge weights
(regression coefficients)

modelling of all subjects’ netmats



• Machine learning based on “features”

• Edge strengths (features)         SVM

• Training data: learn a combination of 
edges that predicts disease 
classification

• Apply to new subjects

the feature space in half the number of iterations of RFE
(Table 2). This is further illustrated in Fig. 3, where RRFE
removes over 80% of the features in its first iteration; in
comparison, it takes RFE nine iterations to remove the same
amount.

t Test filtering was employed using feature-wise t tests and
a liberal threshold: P !0.05 uncorrected. Contrary to our
expectations, TF performed significantly better than RFE and
only slightly worse than the proposed reliability-based mul-
tivariate methods. Investigation of the selected features (Fig.
5a) shows that TF selected eight out of the 11 features that RF
selected and three additional features to RF.

The RF method achieved 95% LOOCV. It selected all of
the most consistent features of the other techniques (Fig.
5). The 11 features implicated by RF are explored in detail
in Fig. 6. None of the features would have been identified
using a t test and multiple comparison correction.

There is a significant difference in age (P !0.0001) and
in head coil used for scanning between the MDD and HC
groups. In order to investigate the impact of these differ-
ences on classification, six additional depressed patients
meeting DSM IV criteria for a current major depressive
episode, without any comorbid psychiatric disorders (6 F,
mean age 26.4 " 3.1) and scanned with the same head coil

and scanning procedures as HC, were used for a holdout
validation procedure.

After the previously described SVC procedure was per-
formed for each feature selection algorithm (none, TF, RF,
RFE, and RRFE), holdout validation was performed. An
additional SVC training was performed using all of the
MDD and HC samples as the training dataset and the MDD
hold-out group as the testing dataset and the features re-
tained by the feature selection procedure. For RFE and
RRFE, which select a different feature set for each iteration
of LOOCV, features that were chosen in at least 50% of the
LOOCV iterations were retained. The results of this proce-
dure are listed in Table 3.

Without feature selection, holdout error is high and only
one of the six holdout subjects is correctly identified.
Holdout error is dramatically improved with feature selec-
tion, and the two reliability-based feature selection algo-
rithms performed the best. The ranking of feature selection
algorithms based on holdout error is the same as that
obtained with LOOCV.

DISCUSSION
This study illustrates the potential utility of resting FC as
a biomarker of disease. FC patterns defined using SVC are

FIG. 5. Discriminant maps gen-
erated from the four different fea-
ture selection algorithms em-
ployed. Linear discriminant weights
were averaged across the 10
cross-validation iterations to pro-
duce the discriminant maps for
TF (a) and RF (b) methods. Dis-
criminant maps for RFE and reli-
ability RFE were calculated by
quantizing linear discriminant
maps extracted each iteration of
cross-validation to #1 if the fea-
ture had a negative weight and
$1 if its weight was positive.
Summary maps were generated
by averaging the quantized maps
across the iterations of cross-val-
idation. Please refer to subfigures
C and D. dmThalamus: dorsome-
dial thalamus, vMF10: ventral me-
dial prefrontal cortex (BA10),
sgACC24!25: subgenual cingu-
late cortex (BA 24!25), aINS: an-
terior insula, rACC24: rostral an-
terior cingulate cortex (BA24),
dlPFC9: dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (BA9), OFC11: orbitofron-
tal cortex (BA11), dMF10: dorso-
medial prefrontal cortex (BA10),
MCC24: midcingulate cortex
(BA24), vPCC: ventral posterior
cingulate cortex, scACC25: sub-
callosal cingulate cortex (BA25),
BA: Brodmann area.
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able to predict whether a subject is an HC or a clinically
depressed patient at least 62.5% and as much as 95% of
the time, depending on the feature selection method em-
ployed. This is substantially better than the 50% accuracy
that would be achieved by chance on the same dataset. A
t test analysis (P ! 0.05, false discovery rate corrected)
performed on the same data found none of the features
implicated by the most generalizable (least prediction er-
ror) SVC method employed. Using a more liberal threshold
(P ! 0.05), t tests find 11 features, eight of which overlap
with those identified by the RF method. The most impor-
tant feature for discriminating MDD from HC as deter-
mined by SVC was not found by either t test analysis.
Thus, SVC is more sensitive than t tests for finding FC

patterns that differentiate MDD from HC, and likely dis-
ease states in general. The three features that were identi-
fied by TF and not by RF were excluded by RF due to poor
reliability.

The performance of SVC varies based on feature selec-
tion method employed. RFE was previously applied to
fMRI analysis (22). In that study, RFE outperformed the
univariate filter methods to which it was compared. The
results presented here contradict that finding. A univariate
TF outperforms RFE by a factor of 2. A possible reason for
the discrepancy is that the previous study (22) applied
feature selection to a dataset with much higher dimension-
ality. We attribute poor performance of RFE in this study
to the large number of irreproducible features that it se-
lects. To resolve this issue, we propose an improvement to
RFE that incorporates an estimate of feature reliability into
the feature selection criterion.

The RRFE technique achieves better prediction accuracy
than RFE (Table 2). A qualitative comparison of the results
generated by the two techniques indicates that RRFE is
successful in reducing the number of irreproducible fea-
tures selected (Fig. 5c vs d). This observation is confirmed
by a comparison of Fleiss’ " statistics calculated on the
feature sets selected by each technique across the 10 iter-

FIG. 6. Features implicated by
RF feature selection. Box plots il-
lustrate the group differences for
each feature. Box plot titles in-
clude mean discriminant weight
obtained for the feature across
the LOOCV iterations and the re-
sult of a t test comparing features
between groups, and corre-
sponding FDR corrected P val-
ues. dmThalamus: dorsomedial
thalamus, aINS: anterior insula,
rACC24: rostral anterior cingulate
cortex (BA24), dMF10: dorsome-
dial prefrontal cortex (BA10),
vPCC: ventral posterior cingulate
cortex, sgACC24!25: subgenual
cingulate cortex (BA24!25), BA:
Brodmann area, FDR: false dis-
covery rate.

Table 3
Results of Holdout Validation

Method Holdout error

RF 16.67%
RRFE 16.67%
TF 33.33%
RFE 50%
None 83.33%

1626 Craddock et al.

Psychiatric 
condition 
Craddock  MRM 2009
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removes over 80% of the features in its first iteration; in
comparison, it takes RFE nine iterations to remove the same
amount.

t Test filtering was employed using feature-wise t tests and
a liberal threshold: P !0.05 uncorrected. Contrary to our
expectations, TF performed significantly better than RFE and
only slightly worse than the proposed reliability-based mul-
tivariate methods. Investigation of the selected features (Fig.
5a) shows that TF selected eight out of the 11 features that RF
selected and three additional features to RF.

The RF method achieved 95% LOOCV. It selected all of
the most consistent features of the other techniques (Fig.
5). The 11 features implicated by RF are explored in detail
in Fig. 6. None of the features would have been identified
using a t test and multiple comparison correction.

There is a significant difference in age (P !0.0001) and
in head coil used for scanning between the MDD and HC
groups. In order to investigate the impact of these differ-
ences on classification, six additional depressed patients
meeting DSM IV criteria for a current major depressive
episode, without any comorbid psychiatric disorders (6 F,
mean age 26.4 " 3.1) and scanned with the same head coil

and scanning procedures as HC, were used for a holdout
validation procedure.

After the previously described SVC procedure was per-
formed for each feature selection algorithm (none, TF, RF,
RFE, and RRFE), holdout validation was performed. An
additional SVC training was performed using all of the
MDD and HC samples as the training dataset and the MDD
hold-out group as the testing dataset and the features re-
tained by the feature selection procedure. For RFE and
RRFE, which select a different feature set for each iteration
of LOOCV, features that were chosen in at least 50% of the
LOOCV iterations were retained. The results of this proce-
dure are listed in Table 3.

Without feature selection, holdout error is high and only
one of the six holdout subjects is correctly identified.
Holdout error is dramatically improved with feature selec-
tion, and the two reliability-based feature selection algo-
rithms performed the best. The ranking of feature selection
algorithms based on holdout error is the same as that
obtained with LOOCV.

DISCUSSION
This study illustrates the potential utility of resting FC as
a biomarker of disease. FC patterns defined using SVC are

FIG. 5. Discriminant maps gen-
erated from the four different fea-
ture selection algorithms em-
ployed. Linear discriminant weights
were averaged across the 10
cross-validation iterations to pro-
duce the discriminant maps for
TF (a) and RF (b) methods. Dis-
criminant maps for RFE and reli-
ability RFE were calculated by
quantizing linear discriminant
maps extracted each iteration of
cross-validation to #1 if the fea-
ture had a negative weight and
$1 if its weight was positive.
Summary maps were generated
by averaging the quantized maps
across the iterations of cross-val-
idation. Please refer to subfigures
C and D. dmThalamus: dorsome-
dial thalamus, vMF10: ventral me-
dial prefrontal cortex (BA10),
sgACC24!25: subgenual cingu-
late cortex (BA 24!25), aINS: an-
terior insula, rACC24: rostral an-
terior cingulate cortex (BA24),
dlPFC9: dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (BA9), OFC11: orbitofron-
tal cortex (BA11), dMF10: dorso-
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MCC24: midcingulate cortex
(BA24), vPCC: ventral posterior
cingulate cortex, scACC25: sub-
callosal cingulate cortex (BA25),
BA: Brodmann area.
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able to predict whether a subject is an HC or a clinically
depressed patient at least 62.5% and as much as 95% of
the time, depending on the feature selection method em-
ployed. This is substantially better than the 50% accuracy
that would be achieved by chance on the same dataset. A
t test analysis (P ! 0.05, false discovery rate corrected)
performed on the same data found none of the features
implicated by the most generalizable (least prediction er-
ror) SVC method employed. Using a more liberal threshold
(P ! 0.05), t tests find 11 features, eight of which overlap
with those identified by the RF method. The most impor-
tant feature for discriminating MDD from HC as deter-
mined by SVC was not found by either t test analysis.
Thus, SVC is more sensitive than t tests for finding FC

patterns that differentiate MDD from HC, and likely dis-
ease states in general. The three features that were identi-
fied by TF and not by RF were excluded by RF due to poor
reliability.

The performance of SVC varies based on feature selec-
tion method employed. RFE was previously applied to
fMRI analysis (22). In that study, RFE outperformed the
univariate filter methods to which it was compared. The
results presented here contradict that finding. A univariate
TF outperforms RFE by a factor of 2. A possible reason for
the discrepancy is that the previous study (22) applied
feature selection to a dataset with much higher dimension-
ality. We attribute poor performance of RFE in this study
to the large number of irreproducible features that it se-
lects. To resolve this issue, we propose an improvement to
RFE that incorporates an estimate of feature reliability into
the feature selection criterion.

The RRFE technique achieves better prediction accuracy
than RFE (Table 2). A qualitative comparison of the results
generated by the two techniques indicates that RRFE is
successful in reducing the number of irreproducible fea-
tures selected (Fig. 5c vs d). This observation is confirmed
by a comparison of Fleiss’ " statistics calculated on the
feature sets selected by each technique across the 10 iter-
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lustrate the group differences for
each feature. Box plot titles in-
clude mean discriminant weight
obtained for the feature across
the LOOCV iterations and the re-
sult of a t test comparing features
between groups, and corre-
sponding FDR corrected P val-
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HCP 
family structure 

Anderson Winkler, 
Smith, Nichols 

• May need to account for 
complex covariance structure 

• E.g.  permutation testing
• Beta-software:  PALM



• Nodes & edges only one way of finding networks / connectivity

• Not sensitive to shape changes in connectivity patterns

• Smaller multiple comparison correction problem

• E.g., seed-based correlation additionally tests for spatial 
(voxelwise-shape) changes in connectivity patterns

• Likewise, group-concat-ICA finds a set of RSN spatial maps that 
can be regressed into individual subjects to get subject-specific 
maps for each RSN   (“dual-regression”)   

• These can be then tested for shape and amplitude changes

nodes & edges  vs.  “spatial” maps
connectivity testing



"HCP500-PTN"   2014 data release 
(  group parcellations + node timeseries + network matrices  )

• Group-average “parcellations”  
Group-ICA (MIGP+MELODIC), dimensionalities D = 25, 50, 100, 200, 300

• Subject-specific sets of “node timeseries”  
For each subject, a representative timeseries per ICA component 
(“parcel” or "node")  -  i.e., TxD matrices.  
Two methods:   ts2=dual-reg   ts3=eigentimeseries 

• Subject-specific netmats (“parcellated connectomes”)  
For each subject, a nodes x nodes matrix – the DxD functional 
connectivity between node timeseries, using FSLNets.  
Two methods:  full correlation  &  partial correlation (tiny regularisation).    
r-to-Z with autocorrelation correction.  
Also group-averaged netmats.



HCP “MegaTrawl” 

•5 parcellation levels (25-300)

•interactive connectome browser

•netmat heritability

•netmats predict (or correlate 
with) subject measures (IQ, 
smoking, age, sex, etc.)  ?



10 HCP MegaTrawls: 
•5 parcellation levels (25-300)
•2 node-timeseries estimation methods (dual-regression & eigenregression)










